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As a member of the strange secret society E.Y.E, you wake up after a fight in which your fellow teammates were killed. E.Y.E,
an armed branch of the Secreta Secretorum is 5d3b920ae0
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Cyborg samurai gangs duking it out in the midst of an eldritch apocalypse. Love it, but the save system for campaign is strange
and irritating. It only saves at certain points, doesn't seem to tell you when it saves, and is very inconsistent. Sometimes it saves
at the start of a mission, sometimes only halfway through, sometimes when you talk to your commander at HQ. Sometimes it
saves your progress but then puts you at the start of a previous mission, which means having to manually reset and play it again.
It's very easy to lose an hour or more of progress when you exit the game, even if you think it was a good time for a save point.
Other than that, it's great once you learn how everything works. Difficulty is a bit inconsistent, and enemy's respawn a lot on
default settings. Most single player areas can be revisited for randomized missions (the developers have compared the game
structure to Diablo). Multiplayer looks awesome, but I've never tried it.. my legs are ok.. Cyborg samurai gangs duking it out in
the midst of an eldritch apocalypse. Love it, but the save system for campaign is strange and irritating. It only saves at certain
points, doesn't seem to tell you when it saves, and is very inconsistent. Sometimes it saves at the start of a mission, sometimes
only halfway through, sometimes when you talk to your commander at HQ. Sometimes it saves your progress but then puts you
at the start of a previous mission, which means having to manually reset and play it again. It's very easy to lose an hour or more
of progress when you exit the game, even if you think it was a good time for a save point. Other than that, it's great once you
learn how everything works. Difficulty is a bit inconsistent, and enemy's respawn a lot on default settings. Most single player
areas can be revisited for randomized missions (the developers have compared the game structure to Diablo). Multiplayer looks
awesome, but I've never tried it.. You Got Brouzouf my legs are broken my legs are ok moral of the story is invest in those
cyberlegs. Maybe one of the most creative shooters I've played. Has more replay value than most too. You run around as a
cybernetic warrior that can hack his enemies into submission, create clones of himself using his mind, and deflect bullets with a
sword. You fight demons, aliens, and human factions while discovering what the shady organization you work for is really
doing. it has just the right amount of mystery to drive the plot. Would recommend to anyone who likes shooters.. E.Y.E: Divine
Cybermancy. This game is fun but very confusing, with poor English, weird saving system and bugs. Pros: - Wide range of
arsenal from the beginning, and all for free - Cool weapons and bug guns - RPG elements - Gunplay is fun - missions are fun -
Great and creepy mood and atmosphere - cheap Cons: - Confusing - Easy to get lost - Sometimes doesn't save where you left
off, so you are forced to repeat a past mission - Hilarious and poor English - difficulty spikes. Seriously, who thought sending
helicopters to shoot at you in an empty space was a good idea? - Can be grindy - Hacking isn't really fun and takes too long
sometimes Final thought: Get it on a sale.. Maybe one of the most creative shooters I've played. Has more replay value than
most too. You run around as a cybernetic warrior that can hack his enemies into submission, create clones of himself using his
mind, and deflect bullets with a sword. You fight demons, aliens, and human factions while discovering what the shady
organization you work for is really doing. it has just the right amount of mystery to drive the plot. Would recommend to anyone
who likes shooters.. This game is fun but very confusing, with poor English, weird saving system and bugs. Pros: - Wide range
of arsenal from the beginning, and all for free - Cool weapons and bug guns - RPG elements - Gunplay is fun - missions are fun
- Great and creepy mood and atmosphere - cheap Cons: - Confusing - Easy to get lost - Sometimes doesn't save where you left
off, so you are forced to repeat a past mission - Hilarious and poor English - difficulty spikes. Seriously, who thought sending
helicopters to shoot at you in an empty space was a good idea? - Can be grindy - Hacking isn't really fun and takes too long
sometimes Final thought: Get it on a sale.
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